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Global summit for the entire industry
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BAOSI, AtlasCopco, GardnerDenver, Fusheng, Hitachi, KOBELCO, IHI-Sullar, Stronix, ANESTIWATA, Hanbell, 
Kaishan, Bolaite, Screw, Deman, Baldor-Tech, Torin, KANGPUSI, Unitedosd, Mattel, Quincy, Bauer, BOGE, 
MANN+HUMMEL, Ecoair, NAILI, Sullar, Moair, Pneumatech, Lida, ZHIGAO, Honest, EAST ASIA, Huade, Success, 
DESRAN, Denair, AUGUST, Total, HengDe, Kelin Aier, Wan Beardsley, Liutech, VMC, Sanfam, Xinlei, HONGRIJIA, 
LANFOKA, Granklingroup, DMG, Nankou, GAOLING, SEIZE, HIGH AIR, DHH, Turbo-Tech, Leadway, Hande, OFAC, 
HANKS, CHANUN, GAIRS, LiYang, WALLBOGE, Airtech, Apureda, Aerodynamic, Fu promise air, DREAM, Epsea, 
Synnex, Mogulinker, CIGU……

Big names in past shows

ComVac ASIA celebrated the 15th birthday in 2021. Under a new theme of “Compressed Air, extend the POWER”, it attracted nearly 
300 leading companies of Compressed Air, Parts and Components of Compressor, Compressors, Post-processing Equipment for 
Compressed Air, Lubricants. To express gratitude for exhibitors, visitors and industrial associations’ full support in the past 15 years, 
the organizer planned and held an Award Presentation on site and displayed considerately pictures and stories about the history of 
ComVac ASIA in the thematic zone in memory of the 15th anniversary. Meanwhile, more than 10 exciting lectures on special topics 
and the release of new products took the audience to explore new orientations of the industry.

Intelligent Manufacturing: With the progress of national Industry 4.0 strategy and the integration of “Industrialization and 
Informatization” development, intellectualization and personalization will be an inevitable trend for the R&D and manufacturing 
of compressors. Highlighting the intellectualization positioning and accelerating the technological innovation development, 
enterprises will gather together to exchange thoughts on specific intelligent manufacturing solutions in line with their industrial 
characteristics, corporate strategic goals and their respective development.

Energy-saving and e!ciency: Nowadays, compressor manufacturers are giving extra attention to highly e!cient and energy 
saving products as well as eliminating backward production capacity. It is more important to use energy e"ects by making the 
best of modern control technology. ComVac ASIA 2023 will continuously discuss highly e!cient energy-saving solutions for 
compressors from multiple aspects and dimensions, covering the optimization of the complete machine, air system assessment 
and system energy-saving, and pushing the compressors to stride towards the era of “Smart Manufacturing”. 

Scientific and environmental protection: Following the trend of “low-carbon and environmental protection”, Chinese industries 
such as mining, metallurgy, machinery manufacturing, pharmaceutics, F&B, textile, petrochemical and others witness a fast 
growth. They expedite their e"orts to eliminate backward production capacity and high energy consumption equipment and 
update to high added-value compressors, so as to further create development opportunities for helical-lobe compressors. 
At ComVac ASIA, participants can actively explore and discuss such topics as how to scientifically reduce production energy 
consumption and pollution and how to improve the production process.

Building up a Reputation for an Excellent Brand 



Vistor industries 

*Due to multiple choices, the total 
  percentage is beyond 100%.

Automobile Manufacturing

Petro chemistry

Metallurgy

Construction machinery

Pharmaceutical and Medical

Food/Beverage

Rail Transit

Packaging / Printing

Aerospace & Aviation 
Manufacturing

Textile machinery

Oceaneering / Shipbuilding

Energy/Hydropower / 
Thermal power

Refrigeration / Heating

Construction / Building Materials

Environmental science and technology / 
Environmental engineerin

Others

101,057

142,975
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Efficient networking and 
demonstration of innovations

252
exhibitors

nearly20,000 
sqm Show scale

>82%
of visitors have direct 
or indirect influence on 
equipment purchasing

13%

10%

5%

53%

6%

5%

4%

5%

4%

8%

3%

9%

12%

4%

12%

12%

2020 2021

20,000

232
252

20,000

Exhibition space (sqm) No. of exhibitors



Visitor 
testimonials

Vacuum Technology
• Vacuum pumps
• Vacuum valves and accessories
• Vacuum measurement and calibration  

instruments, gauges and vacuum leak 
detector device

• Vacuum application equipment
• Vacuum materials, vacuum pump oil 

and vacuum engineering equipment

Compressed Air
• Air compressor
• Processing compressor
• Special compressor
• Parts and components of compressor
• Postprocessing equipments
• Lubricants and related equipments

Exhibitor testimonials Exhibits
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Ouryao
Mr. Jiao

This is the 4th consecutive year for Ouryao to cooperate 
with ComVac ASIA in the form of organizing a 
delegation. As the co-founder of Ouryao, I’ve been part 
of the organization of conference and training for 4 
consecutive sessions, and witnessed the booming 
international compressor exhibition and rapid increase 
of its popularity in pharmaceutical industry. In spite 
of the pandemic this year, training onsite still had a 
full house and the exhibition was so crowded. I look 
forward to the next exhibition with more new products, 
technologies and applications. Wish ComVac ASIA 
become better and better. And wish the whole industry 
a rapid warm-up after the pandemic.

Zhejiang Zhongzhi Pharmaceutical Technology Co., LTD
Mr. Zhang

This is the first time for us to be invited to attend ComVac ASIA. We 
had a very fruitful journey, better awareness of different types of air 
compressors, and clearer concepts of auxiliary equipment. Supportive 
equipment in urgent need was found here. One thing in particular is a 
lecturer that I attended, it really fits my position. What a happy surprise! 
This fully proves that the organizer has made considerate arrangements 
and designs of the exhibition.

XIAMEN EAST ASIA MACHINERY INDUSTRIAL CO.Ltd.
General Manager Han Wenhao

Firstly, congratulations to a successful ComVac ASIA in 2021. This excellent show 
gathered together elites from global air compressor industry. XIAMEN EAST ASIA 
MACHINERY INDUSTRIAL CO.Ltd. displayed an enriched set of exhibits this year 
under several core themes for the ZS and ZW series of oil-less air compressor, 
the GV series of dry-style screw vacuum pump, the ZBS series of crew blower 
and ZTB series of centrifugal blower, providing users with a novel and shocking 
experience and gaining attention and fondness of friends from all walks of life. 
At the exhibition, XIAMEN EAST ASIA MACHINERY INDUSTRIAL CO.Ltd. felt the 
unremitting innovative motive of the industry. It is in this atmosphere that the 
industry of air compressor has been making innovation and climbing up for 
another summit. XIAMEN EAST ASIA MACHINERY INDUSTRIAL CO.Ltd. will stay 
true to its original intention in pursuit of innovation and bring new products 
and technologies as well as a fully novel experience to clients next year. Finally, 
thanks to the organizer for the tremendous efforts in organizing this successful 
show. Wish ComVac ASIA further progress. Looking forward to meeting you at 
ComVac ASIA !

(BSEOFS�%FOWFS4BMFT�.BOBHFS�1FUFS�9V
A new around of infection before the opening of ComVac ASIA made us 
so worried. However, that immediately dissipated when we saw so many 
professional visitors engaging in high-quality exchanges. This comes down 
to three factors: 1. The greatness and prosperity of our motherland as well as 
a prospering economy and manufacturing; 2. Considerate organization and 
professional influence of ComVac ASIA; 3. The debut of Gardner Denver after 
its merge with Ingersoll Rand drew wide and enthusiastic attention from the 
industry. Endless streams of visitors to the booth of Gardner Denver helped 
us deeply feel market’s high expectation for Gardner Denver. This year, we 
launched the GDK series of air compressor which is widely praised by the 
market. Next, we will keep up with the times by launching new products to 
satisfy clients’ higher requirements. Wish ComVac ASIA a better future. See 
you next year!

Jiangsu Jianghai Lubrication & Hydraulic Equipment
Mr. Wang

We are specializing in lubrication equipment which needs pumps, motors, 
coolers and power accumulators. Every year we want to learn about new 
technologies. Recently, innovations are abundant in oil purifiers, instruments 
and monitoring products. We hope to know more about relevant producers.



Setting the stage for tomorrow’s trends
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ComVac ASIA 2023 Pricing (CNY/per sqm)

2,260

1,540

1,231

Optional Choice 
250

390

• Excluding 6% VAT.
• Total shell scheme stand fee = (raw space fee + 
   additional fee of  optional choice) x size
• Minimum size for raw space is 18 sqm; 
   Minimum size for shell scheme is 9 sqm.

Shell Scheme

Upgrade Shell SchemeRaw Space 
in Zone  

Standard Pricing

A

B

C

“ComVac ASIA 
15th Anniversary 
Theme Forum”

The concurrently held com-
pressor  manufacturing fo-
rums were also the illumi-
nated part of the show.In 
order to thank exhibitors 
for their support, the 15th Anniversary Award Ceremony was held before the theme forum. Nearly 30 enterprise repre-
sentatives came to the stage to accept the award, representatives from over a dozen companies delivered speeches 
about their new products and new technologies. Among the forums, "Quality Management of Pharmaceutical Clean 
Workshop and Sterilization Control of Environmental Space Forum" organized by Ouryao Pharmaceutical Technology, 
got special attentions, it brought the audiences of pharmaceutical industry eye-opening lectures.

Nearly 90 summit forums, technical seminars and new product press conferences were concurrently held, rendering 
visitors a grand event of intelligent manufacturing. The onsite events included Smart and Sustainable Solutions Forum 
Powered by VDMA, Fluid Technology Zone & Seminar, China Machinery Industry Quality Summit, CeMAT ASIA Innovati-
on Salon, China International Mobile Robot (AGV/AMR) Industry, China Smart Logistics Lecture. PTC ASIA also organized 
visits to the plants of two famous hydraulic enterprises, ATOS and HANSA-FLEX, to see their products and technologies 
and exchange ideas.

The largest exhibition scale in history: 

As the iconic trade fair for compressed air and vacuum technology industry, this year ComVac ASIA attracted nearly 300 
exhibitors including AtlasCopco, EAST ASIA, GardnerDenver, BAOSI, STRONIX, Baldor-Tech, SCREW, HANBELL, Deman, 
BAUER, ECOAIR, FUCHS, Sigmar, ZHIGAO, TURBO-TECH, HONEST, LIDA, GAIRS, KANGPUSI, Granklingroup, DHH, XINLEI, 
HIGH AIR, DENAIR, AUGUST, DMG, Nankou, JinTongLing, TURBOCOMPRE, ZHONGLI, DREAM, CHANUN, FU promic air, 
EPSEA, Moair, TAITIAN, ZHONGHAI, JINHUI, SUPERMAN, SUNSOURCE, LANFOKA, Yuanmei, HongRiJia, Sanfam, OUDE-
MAN, Jiuzhou, LEGO, Synnex, Huayiturbo, SMEATON and other famous compressor enterprises.



HANNOVER MESSE
17-21 April 2023
Hannover, Germany

www.hannovermesse.com.cn

WIN Eurasia
7-10 June 2023
Istanbul, Turkey

Hannover Milano Fairs Shanghai Ltd.*
Rm. 301, B&Q Pudong Office Tower, 
393 Yinxiao Rd., Pudong 
Shanghai 201204, P.R. China

Ms. Lily Xu
Tel. +86-21 2055 7036
Fax +86-21 2055 7100
lily.xu@hmf-china.com
www.comvac-asia.com

Deutsche Messe AG*
Messegelaende 
30521 Hannover 
Germany

Mr. Mark Decker
Tel. +49 511 89-31127
Fax +49 511 89-32417
mark.decker@messe.de

Rm. 210, Xin-Xing-Han Garden,
No.6,You-Yi-Dong Rd., Xi‘an City,
Shaanxi Province,China

Mr. Watson Wang
Ms. Coco Xiao
Tel. 029-8258 2165*806/807
Fax +86-29 8258 2092*808
watson.wang@compressor.cn
coco.xiao@compressor.cn
hannover.compressor.cn
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Hannover Milano Fairs Shanghai Ltd. is a joint venture of Deutsche Messe and Fiera Milano Group.


